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EXNOVATION IN THE BRUSSELS CAPITAL REGION –
WHAT EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE POWER DOES THE BRUSSELS CAPITAL REGION HAVE?

Régine Feltkamp 1 and Ayana Dootalieva 2

ABSTRACT
One of the most pressing societal challenges to be faced in the twenty first century is the
environmental, societal and cultural impact of outdated traditions. Addressing this issue requires
rethinking the place and effectiveness of traditional solutions and assessing the role of every level of
government in the path towards a sustainable society. Given the persisting nature of challenges to
sustainability, a novel way of ‘innovating’ can be pursued by ‘sustainably transitioning’, or departing,
from set habits. This is also known as “exnovation”. The Brussels Capital Region (BCR) is at the cuttingedge of exnovation, with the establishment of a Low Emission Zone and proposal to levy city toll and
kilometer charges on polluting vehicles. The competences of the Brussels Capital Region to enact such
measures are however contingent on the legislative powers granted by the EU and Belgian rules on the
division of competences. The purpose of this working paper is to shed light on the exnovation
competences of the Brussels Capital Region (BCR) in accordance with the EU and Belgian legal and
constitutional framework.
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1.- Introduction
1.
Governance policies or proposals in the Brussels Capital Region (BCR) related to exnovation
are dependent on the legislative powers granted to the Brussels Capital Region.3 This paper will assess
the legal competences of the Brussels Capital Region to enact measures implementing or facilitating
exnovation policies. This assessment is prompted by the BCR’s increase in interest to address
sustainability challenges by means of (implicit) exnovation measures, inter alia expressed with the
establishment of a Low Emission Zone, a pedestrian-only zone in the city centre, and more recently
with the announcement to introduce a ‘kilometer charge’ for vehicles entering the Brussels Capital
Region, a measure aiming to reduce polluting vehicles in territory of the BCR. These measures, which
substantially affect Brussels’ citizens and business, raise various governance challenges, in addition to
the basic question of the BCR’s powers related to exnovation policies. The latter question is particularly
salient given the complicated institutional structure of Belgium, and its membership of the European
Union, which also determines the place of the BCR within the framework of the division of exnovation
powers.
2.
The BCR’s margin to manoeuver when it comes to adopting measures or actions in the sphere
of exnovation is regulated by a two-leveled complex and mandatory institutional legal framework. An
assessment of the powers of and the possibilities for the BCR in this context requires a two-step
assessment.

First of all, as Belgium is a member of the European Union, its authorities should take into account the
legal framework of the European Union when enacting legal measures. For every proposed measure it
should be assessed whether the regulated area falls (or not) within the scope of EU competences. This
should be done on a case-by-case basis. Depending on the type of the measure, Member States may
or may not have the power to act.
Secondly, where an issue can be regulated at the national level, it is yet to be verified whether the
Brussels Capital Region is competent to take on a legislative role, in accordance with the specifics of
the Belgian institutional structure. In Belgium, the power to enact legal measures is divided between
the federal state and the federated entities depending on the applicable matter or area. The Brussels
Capital Region, one of the federated entities, is competent to enact legislation and regulations
provided that it has competences in that particular matter.
3.
This assessment is based on the premise that exnovation is a broad and generic term that
refers to the process of phasing out certain goods, services or means of production / consumption and
includes all actions and processes whereby these existing goods, services or means of production /
consumption are abandoned and taken out of circulation / use. Governance measures taken in that
respect include a wide scope of decisions and actions from public authorities (ranging from strict
prohibitions cq. obligation to use certain goods to measures that intent to stimulate the use of certain
goods / production means rather than others) or private actors.
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It is to be noted that when drafting legislative measures, besides the question of the competence of
the Brussels Capital Region to adopt such measures, it is also to be verified if the intended measures i)
are adopted with the correct legal instrument (e.g. decree (“decreet” / “décret”) versus implementing
decision (“uitvoeringsbesluit” / “arrêté d’exéution”)) and through the applicable legislative processes
and ii) if the content of the intended measures is compliant with the existing applicable legal
framework. In this respect the hierarchy of norms should be respected and the content of a regulation
should be assessed against the applicable higher norms.
In this respect due account is to be given to the fact that any legal act should be in compliance with
the Belgian Constitution and must e.g. respect the principle of equality and non-discrimination (art.
10, 11 Belgian Constitution). Likewise, obliging individuals or companies to use certain goods / services
/ means of production or consumption or to get rid of certain goods / services may conflict with the
fundamental rights and freedoms such as the fundamental right to property and self-determination or
the freedom to conduct a business. These aspects do not form part of this document, which is
dedicated only to the delimitation of the powers of the Brussels Capital Region.
2.- EU Level
2.1.- EU Competences
4.
At the EU level, one should take into account that based on the treaties establishing the EU 4
TEU and TFEU5 - the European Union (EU) can adopt legislation which may limit the powers of Member
States to enact national measures. The EU can, in principle, only act within the boundaries set by the
Treaties and should, in the course of any action, adhere to the principles of proportionality of
subsidiarity.6 Regarding the material competences of the EU, a distinction is made between exclusive,
shared and supporting competences. The table below lists the different subject matters for which the
EU is competent and makes a distinction between the level of involvement granted to the EU. Where
the EU has exclusive competences, it is the sole entity which can act, legislate and regulate. In matters
of shared competences between the EU and Member States, national authorities can act as long as
the EU has not. In matters of supporting competences, the Union can support or coordinate where
Member States largely retain legislative power.7
Table 1 : Overview competences EU
Exclusive competences (Article 3 Shared Competences (Article 4 Supporting Competences
TFEU)
TFEU)
(Article 6 TFEU)

4
5
6
7

Rules on competition and state
aid

Internal market

Human health

Eurozone monetary policy

Social policy

Industry

Customs Union

Economic social and territorial
cohesion which entails also
regional policy

Culture

Treaty on the European Union.
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
Article 5 TEU.
See: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/summary/glossary/competences.html. See also S. Garben, and I. Govaere, The
Division of Competences between the EU and the Member States (Portland, Oregon: Hart Publishing, 2017).
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Table 1 : Overview competences EU

Exclusive competences (Article 3 Shared Competences (Article 4 Supporting Competences
TFEU)
TFEU)
(Article 6 TFEU)
Common Commercial Policy

Agriculture and fisheries,
except where the EU has
exclusive competences

Tourism

Conservation of marine and
biological resources

Environment

Education

Conclusion of certain
international agreements

Consumer protection

Civil protection

Energy

Administrative cooperation

Transport
Public health
Research, technological
development, space
Development cooperation and
humanitarian aid
Trans-European networks
Area of freedom, security and
justice
Safety concerns in public health

It follows from the table above that to the extent measures related to exnovation concern the fields
of marine and biological conservation, competition and staid aid, or common commercial policy with
an EU dimension, they will fall within the exclusive powers of the EU, meaning that a Member State
(including its federated entities), cannot take action. In areas of shared competences Member States
can act as long as the EU has not regulated the area concerned. For areas in which Member States
retain legislative power (in matters of shared and supporting competences), they are entitled to take
legislative action, provided, however, that these measures do not conflict with other EU legislation
(see further).
By way of example reference can be made to recent initiatives taken by the EU in the field of the
“internal market” – a shared competence- and more precisely in the area of digital services. Member
States’ room for enacting domestic legislation will become more limited with the adoption by the EU
legislator of the proposed Digital Services Act (DSA)8 and Digital Markets Act (DMA)9, both of which are
part of the European Digital Strategy intending to create a safe online space for the entirety of the EU
8

9

Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Single Market For Digital Services (Digital
Services Act) and amending Directive 2000/31/EC, COM(2020) 825 final.
Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on contestable and fair markets in the digital
sector (Digital Markets Act), COM/2020/842 final.
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territory. The DSA, once adopted, will impose a set of obligations on businesses and platforms including intermediary services, hosting services, only platforms and very large online platforms - in
order to improve the removal of illegal content and ensure the fundamental rights of users. 10 The DMA
will intend to ensure fair behavior from large online platforms, also referred to as “gatekeepers”.
Gatekeepers will need to comply with a set of obligations, some examples of which include, but are
not limited to, allowing third parties to inter-operate with the gatekeeper’s own services in certain
situations and allow their business users to access the data that they generate in their use of the
gatekeeper’s platform. 11
Another example is the new Circular Economy Action Plan for a Cleaner and More Competitive
Europe,12 part of the Green Deal developed at EU level. The Action Plan proposes the adoption of
measures, which will be of legislative and non-legislative nature, targeting the life cycle of products like electronics, batteries, packages and textiles - to promote circular economy and sustainability.13
The Action Plan is thus a framework of key challenges to sustainability and a plan to address those
challenges; the obligations and level of initiative of national authorities and businesses, and the
Member States’ remaining room for the adoption of specific rules will be dependent on the types of
measures the EU legislature will enact.
2.2.- Types of EU legislation
5.
In cases where the EU is competent, it exercises its competences through legislation, in the
broad sense of the word, which can be categorized in two groups: primary and secondary EU law.
6.
Primary law refers to the treaties which form the binding agreements between the EU and its
Member States and which set forth the general EU objectives, the rules governing EU institutions,
decision-making processes and the relationship between the EU and its Member States.

In particular, the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), contains rules regarding the
free movement of goods, persons, services and capital14 and the freedom of establishment15, referred
to as the so-called "economic freedoms”16. These provisions are directly applicable in the Member
States. As a general matter, these rules contain a principal prohibition for Member States to restrict
these fundamental freedoms. National bans on certain products or substances may thus violate these
basis rules, since they are considered “the most restrictive measure a Member State can adopt from a
free movement of goods perspective”.17

10

11

12

13

14
15
16

17

See European Commission website, “The Digital Services Act: ensuring a safe and accountable online environment”,
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/digital-services-act-ensuring-safeand-accountable-online-environment_en#what-are-the-key-goals-of-the-digital-services-act.
For a list of all proposed obligations, see European Commission website, “The Digital Markets Act: ensuring fair and
open digital markets”, https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/digitalmarkets-act-ensuring-fair-and-open-digital-markets_en#what-does-this-mean-for-gatekeepers.
Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social
Committee and the Committee of the Regions. “A new Circular Economy Action Plan For a cleaner and more
competitive Europe”, COM/2020/98 final.
For more information see European Commission website, “Additional tools
EU Circular Economy Action Plan. A new Circular Economy Action Plan for a Cleaner and More Competitive Europe”,
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/circular-economy/.
Articles 63 to 66 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).
Articles 49 to 55 TFEU.
S. Garben, « Balancing social and economic fundamental rights in the EU legal order. » European Labour Law Journal
11, no. 4 (2020): 364, doi:10.1177/2031952520927128.
European Commission, “Free movement of goods. Guide to the application of Treaty provisions governing the
free movement of goods,” Ref. Ares(2013)3759436 - 18/12/2013, p. 17.
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These freedoms are however not absolute, and Member States may, on a case-by-case basis justify
restrictions with reasons related but not limited to public policy, public security, public health, or the
environment.18 Additionally, national restrictions should be proportionate,19 which often entails
providing the possibility to limit the application of the restrictive measure on a case-by-case basis.
There is thus a burden of proof on national authorities to provide scientific information to support
restrictive measures.20 The Court of Justice tends to be strict towards national measures impeding on
the free movement of goods.

For instance, when it comes to product bans, a typical example of an exnovation measure, it should be
noted that it may be difficult for Member States to justify their necessity given the alternatives
available such as appropriate labelling, a less far-reaching measure than a total ban.21 The
precautionary principle, however, could be successfully invoked to justify national bans.22
The TFEU also contains the prohibition for a Member State to grant itself or through State resources,
in any form whatsoever, state aid which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favoring certain
undertakings or the production of certain goods, in so far as it affects trade between Member States.23
There are however also exceptions to this prohibition. In the context of any program to support or
incentivize exnovation processes, it is hence to be verified if these rules are not violated.
7.
Secondary law refers to the European legislation or measures that are adopted based on the
TEU or TFEU like regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations, opinions, delegated acts and
implementing acts.
The powers of Member States to adopt legislative measures in certain matters are to be assessed
taking into account also this secondary legislation. In this context the distinction between directives
and regulations is particularly relevant. Regulations apply automatically and uniformly to all EU
countries as soon as they enter into force, without needing to be transposed into national law. They
are binding in their entirety for all EU countries. Directives, on the contrary, require EU member states
to adopt measures to incorporate them into national law (transpose) in order to achieve the objectives
set by the directive. Directives require member states to achieve a certain result but leave them free
to choose how to do so.
In case of a directive, the degree of intended harmonisation should furthermore be taken into account.
If a directive aims to establish maximum harmonisation, then this means that Member States may not
impose, when they transpose the directive into national law, stricter conditions or provisions than
those that have been prescribed in the directive. If the directive establishes minimum harmonisation,
then Member States may go beyond the minimum level of protection that has been prescribed by the
directive. In case of maximum harmonisation the power to adopt regulation is thus limited to the
transposition and a Member State only has the possibility to adopt regulations for those aspects which
do not fall under the concerned directive. Sometimes such directives do foresee options for which
Member States may opt. In that case Member States will have the possibility to adopt regulations to
implement one of the indicated options (and here, Member States’ regulations could thus differ).

18
19
20
21
22

23

ECJ 5 February 2004, Commission v Italy, C-270/02, ECLI:EU:C:2004:78.
ECJ 5 February 2004, Commission v Italy, C-270/02, ECLI:EU:C:2004:78.
ECJ 5 February 2004, Commission v Italy, C-270/02, ECLI:EU:C:2004:78.
ECJ 5 February 2004, Commission v France, C-24/00, ECLI:EU:C:2004:70, paragraph 75.
As such, the Court of Justice has deemed the Swedish ban on the use of trichloroethylene to be justified. See ECJ 11
July 2000, Toolex, C-473/98, ECLI:EU:C:2000:379.
Art. 107 TFEU.
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Applied to measures that may be relate to exnovation, the foregoing can be illustrated with the
following examples:

- Directive 2018/2001 of 11 December 2018 on Renewable Energy24 : this directive establishes
a common framework for the promotion of energy from renewable sources. The directive sets
amongst others a binding EU target for the overall share of energy from renewable sources in
the EU's gross final consumption of energy by 2030. According to this directive, Member States
must collectively ensure that the share of energy from renewable sources in the Union's gross
final consumption of energy in 2030 is at least 32 %. Each Member States must set national
contributions to meet, collectively, the binding overall EU target. It is left to the Member States
to decide the measures to be taken to reach the overall objective.
- Directive 2019/904 of 5 June 2019 on the reduction of the impact of certain plastic products
on the environment 25 : this directive aims to prevent and reduce the impact of certain plastic
products on the environment and on human health, as well as to promote transition to a
circular economy with innovative and sustainable business models, products and materials.26
To achieve this objective the directive imposes amongst others on Member States to take the
necessary measures to achieve an ambitious and sustained reduction of the consumption of
single-use plastic products listed in Part A of the Annex to the directive, in line with the overall
objectives of the Union’s waste policy, in particular waste prevention, leading to a substantial
reversal of increasing consumption trends. Member States are also obliged to prohibit the
placing on the market of the single-use plastic products listed in Part B of the Annex to the
directive and of products made from oxo-degradable plastic. The directive furthermore
requires Member States to introduce certain production requirements and marking
requirements as well as extended producer liability schemes.
- Regulation 2019/631 of 17 April 2019 setting CO2 emission performance standards for new
passenger cars and new light commercial vehicles27 : this regulation provides a pathway to
reduce the level of emissions coming from road transport. This regulation imposes on
manufacturers of new passenger and light commercial vehicles to ensure that the
manufactured vehicles do not trespass certain emission standads. The emission standards set
in this regulation contribute to the collective goal of domestic reduction in economy-wide
greenhouse gas emissions of 40% by 2030. 28 Until 2024, the specific emission standards in this
regulation are set at an EU fleet-wide target of 95 g CO2/km for the average emissions of new
passenger cars and an EU fleet-wide target of 147 g CO2/km for the average emissions of new
light commercial vehicles registered in the Union. From 2025, stricter norms will apply. 29 This
regulation is directly applicable in the national legal order without any transposal being
required.

24

25

26
27

28

29

Directive 2018/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 on the promotion of the
use of energy from renewable sources, OJ L 328 p. 82-209.
Directive 2019/904 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2019 on the reduction of the impact of
certain plastic products on the environment, OJ L 155 p. 1-19.
Recital 2 and Article 1 Directive 2019/904, OJ L 155 p. 1-19.
Regulation (EU) 2019/631 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 April 2019 setting CO2 emission
performance standards for new passenger cars and for new light commercial vehicles, and repealing Regulations (EC)
No 443/2009 and (EU) No 510/2011, OJ L 111 p. 13-53.
The target of 40% was endorsed in the European Council conclusions of 23-24 October 2014 and approved under the
Paris Agreement at the Environment Council meeting on 6 March 2015. See also recital 6 and Article 1 of Regulation
2019/631 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 April 2019 setting CO2 emission performance standards
for new passenger cars and for new light commercial vehicles, and repealing Regulations (EC) No 443/2009 and (EU)
No 510/2011, OJ L 111 p. 13-53.
Article 1 (4) Regulation 2019/631, OJ L 111 p. 13-53.
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8.
It follows from the foregoing that proposals to implement measures to support exnovation
processes or policies should always be assessed against:

-

Primary EU legislation: each proposal should first be checked against provisions on the
division of competences between the EU and the Member States. Secondly, the content of
those measures should be verified for violations of rules regarding the free movement of
products, services, capital, persons or the rules on cartels and state aid. To the extent that an
exnovation measure or policy would imply a restriction on the use of goods, it is thus to be
verified whether this limitation falls with the principle of free movement of goods, and if so, if
it can be justified on one of the aforementioned reasons. In any event these limitations may
not be discriminatory.

-

Secondary EU legislation: it is to be checked for each proposal if there is any specific EU
secondary legislation governing the issue at hand. There is no secondary EU legislation that
governs “exnovation” comprehensively. Rather, secondary EU legislation governs specific
aspects in certain areas of exnovation.

3.- BE Level30
3.1.- Introduction

9.
For matters falling within the competences of Belgian authorities, e.g. because these matters
do not fall within (exclusive) European competences, the Belgian federal structure should be given
particular attention. The powers to establish measures are divided between the federal level and the
federated entities being either the regions (“Gewesten”/ “Régions”) or the communities
(“Gemeenschappen” / “Communautés”).
Belgium counts 3 regions: the Flanders region, the Brussels-Capital Region and Walloon Region.
Belgium is divided in 3 communities: the Flemish Community, the French Community and the German
Community.
We will hereafter set forth the principles that may apply on the division of powers in the context of
exnovation. The assessment is specifically focused on the competences of the Brussel Capital Region.
3.2.- General rules regarding the Belgian division of powers between the federal and regional level
3.2.1.- General
10.
The basic rules in respect to the division of powers between the federal state and the federated
entities are laid down in articles 33 e.s. and 127 e.s. of the Belgian Coordinated Constitution (hereafter
BCC) and in the Specific Law of 8 August 1980 on the Reform of the Institutions (referred to hereafter
as BWHI)31, as amended several times and for the last time during the 6th State Reform. This specific
law enumerates the different affairs or policy domains for which the federated entities are competent.

30

31

This section is co-authored with R. Heijsse. It is based on an assessment done in Dutch by R. Feltkamp and R. Heijsse
in the context of a project for the Flemish Region.
Bijzondere wet van 8 augustus 1980 tot hervorming der instellingen / Loi spéciale de réformes institutionnelles.
(Specific Law of 8 August 1980 on the Reform of the Institutions), Belgian State Gazette 8 August 1980, 9434.
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It is to be noted that both the Constitution and the BWHI are legal texts of a specific nature. Their
amendment requires the application of a specific procedure (including specific voting requirements in
the competent institutions). Hence, if in the context of Gosete a strategy or policy is proposed which
does not fall within the powers of the Brussels Capital Region, this cannot just easily be solved by
amending the BWHI.
Hereafter we will, after making a note on interpretation, give an overview of the general principles and
provide an overview of matters that may seem relevant to bring policy measures regarding exnovation
within the realm of the powers of the Brussels Capital Region.

3.2.2.- Interpretation
11.
To determine the powers of the federal state and the federated entities, a literal reading of
the Belgian Constitution and the BWHI is not always sufficient. Sometimes it is indeed not fully clear
from these texts which competences remain with the federal state and which competences are
conferred on the federated entities given that the wording of certain provisions may leave room for
interpretation.
Parliamentary preparatory works should be used to determine the intention of the legislator. In the
context of the adoption of the BWHI, reference has been made in the preparatory works to the parts
of existing legislation, which as a result of the State reform, will fall under the competence of the
federated entities.
State reforms have always been a delicate political question and the legal provisions regarding the
division of powers, but also the parliamentary preparatory works, therefore express the subtle political
compromises that were reached, in such a way that each party can interpret the purpose and scope of
a legal text in its own way.32
In practice, the application of provisions on the division of powers may lead to (in)tense discussions
between the representatives of the federal state and the federated entities. This may lead to judicial
procedures where the validity of legal acts is questioned.
Ultimately the interpretation of the scope of a power is decided by either the Belgian Constitutional
Court (“Grondwettellijk Hof” / “Court Constitutionnelle”), or the Belgian Council of State (“Raad van
State” / “Conseil d’Etat”) depending on the type of norm that has been submitted.

3.2.3.- Principles
12.
1)

32

The following principles apply in respect of the division of powers:
Principle 1: the powers of a region or community are considered “assigned powers”
(“toegewezen bevoegdheden” /”compétences attribuées”). This implies that for any matter for
which the federal authorities or a federated entity wishes to take a legislative initiative, it should
first be verified if the matter concerns an affair for which the competence is assigned (or not) to
the federated entity.

See B. Seutin and G. van Haegendoren, De transversale bevoegdheden in het federale België, Brugge, die Keure,
2017, p. 20-21.
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Such an assigned competence of a federated entity is interpreted broadly. This entails that the
federated entities have the complete power to enact rules which are inherent to the assigned
affair, to the exception of the powers reserved to the federal authorities and the application of
the theory of the implied powers (see below).
The powers reserved for the federal authorities encompass matters assigned by the Constitution
to the federal state or matters explicitly mentioned in the BWHI, as exceptions to the powers
assigned to regions and communities. These exceptions are interpreted strictly or in a limiting
manner.33
The federal authorities have - until now - also the so-called “residual powers”34.
2)

Principle 2: the assigned powers of a federated entity are an exclusive competence. This implies
that for a certain matter their can only one competent authority.
In practice a matter has often bearing on different policy domains. In that case the so-called
“zwaartepuntleer” is applied. This theory implies that the authority competent for the focal point
or main subject of the matter is the authority competent for the matter as a whole. In that context,
due account is to be given to the fact that that competent authority should limit itself to what is
necessary to pursue a convenient policy and thus does not make the exercise of powers within
the other policy domains impossible or unreasonably difficult35.
If it is difficult to determine the focal point of a matter, courts apply the rule of parallel exercise
of exclusive competences. This implies that different authorities may adopt legislation for the
matter to the extent they can do this based on a separate (own) competence. The different
legislations should be able to co-exist, without affecting the aspects for which the powers are
reserved for the other authority. In other words, a cumulative application of different rules is then
applied36.

3)

33

34

35
36

Principle 3: In case of transfer of powers to a federated entity, this transfer is in principle
considered to be done in globo, i.e. the concerned federated entity is then considered to be fully
competent to adopt legislation on the transferred matters. This implies that the federated entity
has the full powers to enact regulations, implementing those regulations, supervising them,
ensuring the enforcement thereof as well as organizing the financing related to the matter (the
so called “verticality principle” / “verticaliteitsbeginsel” / “le principe de subsidiarité verticale”).
An exception this principle is the so-called executive federalism (“executief federalisme” / “le
fédéralisme exécutif ») where the implementation of the federal rule is left to the legislative and
executive bodies of the regions.

B. Seutin and G. van Haegendoren, De transversale bevoegdheden in het federale België (Brugge: die Keure,
2017), 20-21.
It concerns the matters that have not been explicitly assigned to an authority. Art. 35 of the Constitution assigns
all residue powers to the federated entities, but a transpositional provision provides that the specific legislature
can determine the entry into force of this which can only take place at the earliest when a list is taken up in the
Constitution of all exclusive powers of the federal state. Until now such list has not been drafted so the federal
state remains for the time being competent for the residue powers.
GwH 21 June 2000, nr 76/2000 en GwH 15 January 2009, nr 2/2009.
See GwH 13 March 2001, nr.33/2001, see S. Sottiaux, Grondwettelijk recht (Antwerp: Intersentia, 2016), 254255, See J. Vanpraet, De Latente staatshervorming (Brugge: die Keure, 2011).
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4)

Principle 4: the federated entities and the federal state are entitled to adopt legislation in matters
that have not been assigned to them provided that 3 conditions are fulfilled (principle of implied
competences (“impliciete bevoegdheden” / "compétences implicites”)):
i) the measure should be necessary for the performance of an exclusive competence;
ii) the measure must allow a differentiated arrangement;
iii) the measure may only marginally affect the competing competence of the other
authority37.

5)

Principle 5 when exercising their powers, entities may not distort the balance of the federal
construction as a whole (principle of Federal loyalty (“federale loyauteit” /”loyauté fédérale”))38.
Each authority should, in the exercise of its own powers, safeguard that the exercise of other
authorities‘ powers is not rendered impossible or unreasonably difficult39.

6)

Principle 6: according to article 11 BMWHI, each federated entity is empowered to foresee penal
sanctions in case of non-compliance of decrees (see further below).

7)

Principle 7: according to article 6 § 1 VI BWHI, the regions must exercise their powers in economic
policy domains taking into account the principles of free movement of persons, goods, services
and capital and of the freedom to conduct a business, including the general normative framework
of the economic and monetary union.

3.2.4.- 6th State Reform
13.
The 6th State Reform did not lead to a modification of the existing competences of the regions,
these were maintained. The assigned powers of the region have however been expanded, though
there was no refédéralisation. As result the residue powers of the federal authorities was reduced.
This leads for some matters to a further fragmentation of the powers, although the contrary was the
intention of the 6th State Reform.
As will be briefly explained below, a new case of “executive federalism” was introduced despite the
principle aim of homogenization. Regarding the technical requirements for motor vehicles, the regions
have only been made competent for verifying compliance with these technical requirements, but not
to determine the technical requirements. This leads to heated debates as to what falls within this
power of supervision.
3.3.- Division of competences in Belgium applied to exnovation
3.3.1.- General
14.
The division of powers between the federal state and the federated entities is first of all based
on a division between matters “connected to persons” for which the communities are competent and
the matters that are “connected to the territory” for which the regions are competent. Being

37
38

39

S. Sottiaux, Grondwettelijk recht (Antwerp: Intersentia, 2016), 243-244.
Art. 143, § 1, of the Constitution : “Met het oog op het vermijden van de belangenconflicten nemen de federale
Staat, de gemeenschappen, de gewesten en de Gemeenschappelijke Gemeenschapscommissie, in de uitoefening
van hun respectieve bevoegdheden, de federale loyauteit in acht” / “Dans l'exercice de leurs compétences
respectives, l'Etat fédéral, les communautés, les régions et la Commission communautaire commune agissent dans le
respect de la loyauté fédérale, en vue d'éviter des conflits d'intérêts”.
GwH 30 June 2004, nr. 119/2004.
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competent means that the communities / regions are empowered to take legislative action in the form
of Decrees or implementing decisions.

The division can, as a general matter, be summarized as indicated in the table below, though some
powers are, to a certain extent, still jointly shared between the federal state and the federated entities
(these powers are marked below with a *):
Table 2: Summary division of powers Belgian federal state and federated entities 40
Federal State
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defence;
The legal system;
Finance;
Social security;
Public health*;
Monetary policy;
International relations*;
Economic policy*;
Energy*;
External trade*;
Agriculture*;
Employment*;
Transport*;
Use of languages*;
Taxation*, and
Aid
to
developing
countries*.

Communities
•
•

•
•

•

•

Use of languages*;
Culture
(theatre,
libraries, the media,
including radio and TV);
Education and training*;
Person–related matters:
health policy (sanitary
education
and
preventive
medicine)
and
assistance
to
individuals
(social
welfare, aid to families,
protection of youth,
immigrant
assistance
services);
Scientific research in
relation to community
competencies, and
International
relation
powers in all matters
entrusted
to
the
communities

Region
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Urban policy and spatial
planning;
Environment* and water
policy;
Nature conservation;
Public
works
(infrastructure);
Transport*;
External trade*;
Agriculture
and
Fisheries*;
Energy*;
Public housing;
Economic policy*;
Employment*;
Taxation*;
Supervision of municipal
and provincial law;
Scientific research in
relation to regional
competencies, and
External relations in all
matters entrusted to the
regions and the import,
export and transit of
arms.

15.
As indicated above, we understand exnovation as a broad generic term, which includes a wide
range of actions and processes whereby existing goods/services or processes are taken out of
circulation. Governance measures taken in that respect include also a wide range of decisions and
actions. Depending on the motivation behind these measures and the type of measures, it is to be
verified which type of policy domain they are related to.
As such “exnovation” is not explicitly listed as a policy domain attributed to one of the different
powers. To know which authority is competent, one should link the matter concerned to the different
policy domains listed in the table.

40

Source: https://portal.cor.europa.eu/divisionpowers/Pages/Belgium-Introduction.aspx.
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At first sight measures related to “exnovation” seem to have a greater potential to be connected to
the matters for which the regions could be competent (i.e. they seem less related to matters for which
the communities could be competent). Therefore, and given that the Gosete project focuses on the
competences of the Brussels Capital Region, we have hereafter listed the policy domains for which the
regions received powers to adopt regulation to which exonovation could possibly be connected.
It is to be noted that different policy domains can be combined to conclude to the competence of the
regions.

The foregoing implies that on a case-by-case basis (i.e. per type of envisaged governance measure
or policy) it is to be verified more specifically if the measure or policy can be linked to one or more
competences of the Brussels Capital Region. The competence of the Brussels Capital Region to take
regulatory action is each time to be assessed taking into account the specifics of the situation to be
regulated and taking into account the principles that are applicable at that moment.

3.3.2.- Possible policy domains
16.
Based on the list of policy domains in light of the BWHI, matters for which the regions are
competent and which could justify regulatory action of the Brussels Capital Region in the context of
exnovation are as follows:
1)

Environment and water policy:

17.
The regions are competent for the protection of the environment, amongst others of the soil,
the subsurface, water and air against pollution and infestation, including combatting noise
nuisance41.
It is in this context that the regions are competent to take measures regarding the emission of
greenhouse gasses42 or damageable emission from cars.
The federal state however remains competent to determine the product norms, though the regions
should be involved in the design of federal product norms.43The competence reserved for the federal
state regarding product norms concern the rules that determine in a mandatory way with which
requirements a product should comply with when it is introduced on the market, amongst others to
protect the environment. These rules determine in particular the level of pollution or nuisance which
may not be exceeded in the composition of or by the emissions of a product and may contain
specifications concerning the properties, test method, packaging and labeling. The essential element
here is that the conditions relate to the introduction of the products on the market.44

41
42

43
44

Art. 6, § 1, II, par. 1, 1° BWHI.
V. De Schepper, “De bevoegdheidsoverdracht inzake leefmilieu en energie," in Het federale België na de zesde
staatshervorming (Brugge: Die Keure, 2014), 506.
Art. 6, § 4, 1° BWHI.
V. De Schepper, “De bevoegdheidsoverdracht inzake leefmilieu en energie, in X. Het federale België na de zesde
staatshervorming, Brugge, Die Keure, 2014, p. 507 (“(…) de regels die op dwingende wijze bepalen aan welke
eisen een product moet voldoen, bij het op de markt brengen, onder meer ter bescherming van het milieu. Zij
bepalen met name welk niveau van verontreiniging of hinder niet mag worden overschreden in de samenstelling
of bij de emissies van een product, en kunnen specificaties bevatten over de eigenschappen, de
beproevingsmethoden, het verpakken, het merken en het etiketteren van producten. Het essentiële aspect
hierbij is dat de voorwaarden betrekking hebben op het op de markt brengen van producten.”)
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18.
It follows from case law of the Constitutional Court in relation to the prohibition on the use of
pesticides, that the regions are competent to regulate the use of a product based on the elements
inherent to that product. Such rules are not considered as a product norm.45
In two cases the Council of State illustrated what cannot be understood as a “product norm” because
the concerned provision did not relate to the “introduction on the market” of a product.
The first case concerned the obligation for the end seller to recall agricultural plastic foil. The Council
of State ruled that rules concerning the obligation to accept certain waste, such as this foil, by the end
seller, are not a product norm because the obligation to accept this waste is an obligation applicable
at the time someone wants to get rid of the foil. This obligation does thus not come into being at the
time that such new foil is put on the market 46. The Council also considered that such a provision does
neither determine which level of pollution or nuisance may not be exceeded, nor concerns a norm
containing specifications concerning the properties, test method, the packaging and the labelling.

The second case concerned noise nuisance by airplanes. The Council of State indicated that noise
imission norms that concern the noise as it is observed on the ground are not product norms because
these norms are limited to establishing the limit values of imission as a result of noise nuisance by
flying airplanes. It considered that such norms concern rules for the use of the products after they have
been put on the market and only concern the values that cannot be exceeded when flying with
aircrafts. According to the Council of State the regional authorities are thus allowed to rule or forbid
the use of aircrafts that cause or may cause certain forms of noise and may thus stimulate market
players to behave in a way where the interests of third parties are taken into account.47
It follows from the above that the regions are competent to regulate the use of products/ services /
means of production or consumption that damage the environment. This seems also to encompass
foreseeing the prohibition to use certain products after they have been put on the market because
they are damaging for the environment (compare with the pesticide case). Measures to implement
or stimulate the phasing out of products seem to relate to the use of a product after it has been put
on the market. Such measures are thus likely to fall within the competence of the Brussels Capital
Region to the extent they can be linked to the protection of the environment.
The Brussels Low Emissions Zone, and the recently announced toll payments for vehicles accessing the
BCR, to the extent both intended to improve air quality48, may serve as example of regulation related
45

46

47

48

GwH 28 February 2019, nr. 38/2019, B13- B16, this concerned a regulation on the use of pesticides based on a
differentiation of the type of active product.
The obligation to accept by the end seller implies that when a consumer buys the product, the end seller should
take back the corresponding product that is discarded by the consumer. See RvS nr. 173.571 of 17 July 2007
Hyplast.
Council of State n° 218.500, 15 March 2012 Saudi Arabian Airlines Corporation : “Er worden geen normen
vastgesteld waaraan producten, namelijk vliegtuigen, zouden moeten voldoen voordat ze op de markt worden
gebracht. Bij het [besluit van 27 mei 1999 van de Brusselse Hoofdstedelijke regering betreffende de bestrijding
van geluidshinder voortgebracht door het luchtverkeer] wordt alleen opgelegd dat het vliegen met zulke
toestellen geen overschrijding mag meebrengen van bepaalde geluidsnormen aan de grond wanneer die
toestellen op bepaalde tijdstippen over bepaalde gebieden vliegen (…) De federale bevoegdheid inzake
productnormen omvat niet het vaststellen van regels voor het gebruik van producten zodra die op de markt zijn
gebracht; hieruit volgt dat onder meer bepalingen ter bestrijding van geluidshinder die gelden voor het op de
markt brengen van luchtvaartuigen, productnormen zijn, maar dat bepalingen ter bestrijding van geluidshinder
die tot doel hebben alleen het vliegen met luchtvaartuigen te regelen, dit niet zijn.”
This seems also to be the case for the intended toll payment which could also be seen as a retribution for the use
of the infrastructure. From the available sources on the topic (in absence of any available draft of legal text) it
can indeed be deducted that the objective of the toll is to reduce air pollution, traffic and, ultimately, the usage
of vehicles by 25%. See H. Beeckman, “Slimme kilometerheffing in Brussel: onze hoofdstad gaat verder dan alle
andere
steden
die
tol
invoerden”,
VRT,
3
December
2020,
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to the protection of the environment. Additionally, they concern the use of products (vehicles) and do
not qualify as product norm. The Council of State has also confirmed the compatibility of the LEZ with
the principle of the separation of powers, reiterating the regions’ power to regulate environmental
matters.49
If the regions regulate on the basis of their competence to regulate the use of products, they must also
respect the principle of federal loyalty50 as mentioned above. The Brussels Capital Region should thus
make sure that the exercise of its competence does not render the exercise by the other legislators of
their competence impossible or unreasonably difficult. For example, a general prohibition of use of a
product on the whole territory of a region could have a market foreclosure effect, what would render
the exercise by the federal state of its powers impossible51.
2) Economy:
19.
The regions are competent for the economic policy of the region52. Economic policy is to be
broadly understood as also encompassing social economy and industrial policy.53 Article 6 BWHI
further elaborates regional economic competences. As such, regions have the power to regulate
regional credit policy, including the establishment and management of public credit institutions (i.e
banks). Additionally, the regions have the power to regulate their regional import and export policy;
the import and export of weapons for military and police use and dual-use goods; manage natural
resources; set up requirements for commercial establishment (excluding the requirements for medical
professions
and
intellectual
service
professions
(”dienstverlenende
intellectuele
beroepen”/”professions intellectuelles prestataires de services”)). Regions also regulate rules on
commercial leases; activities of Participatiefonds/ Fonds de participation including compensation for
self-employed persons whose activities have been disrupted due to works on public domains; and
tourism. The federal state however retains the competence to provide insurance for import and export
risks; multilateral trade policy; some competence on import and exports of weapons for military and
police purposes.54 Some examples of the exercise of this competence include granting regional
subsidies, paid educational leave, and work permits.55
They will need to exercise their competences in this policy domain taking into account the principles
of the free movement of persons, goods, services and capital and of the economic and monetary
union, as established by or by virtue of the law or international treaties. Any legislation regarding
economic policy may not harm these principles.
Also, art. 6, § 1, VI BWHI provides that the federal state is with this aim competent to establish some
general rules regarding the following aspects:

50

51
52
53

54
55

https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2020/12/03/kilometerheffing-brussel-gaat-het-verst-van-alle-steden-die-ooi/.
Note that the toll could also be qualified as a tax measure and hence be coupled to another competence of the
regions (see further).
Council of State, case nr. 37/2019 of 28 februari 2019, B.8.3.
Art. 143, § 1, of the Belgian Constitution provides : « Met het oog op het vermijden van de belangenconflicten
nemen de federale Staat, de gemeenschappen, de gewesten en de Gemeenschappelijke Gemeenschapscommissie,
in de uitoefening van hun respectieve bevoegdheden, de federale loyauteit in acht » / "Dans l'exercice de leurs
compétences respectives, l'Etat fédéral, les communautés, les régions et la Commission communautaire commune
agissent dans le respect de la loyauté fédérale, en vue d'éviter des conflits d'intérêts”.
See GwH 28 February 2019, n°. 38/2019.
Art. 6, § 1, VI, 1° BWHI.
See
titles
X,
and
IV
point
8,
https://www.senate.be/www/?MIval=/publications/viewPub.html&COLL=S&LEG=5&NR=2232&VOLGNR=1&LA
NG=nl.
Art. 6, §1, 6°, 1-9 BWHI.
See http://werk-economie-emploi.brussels/nl/home.
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o
o
o

o
o

The protection of the consumer (“verbruiker” / “consommateur”);
The organization of business life;
Price and income policy, with the exception of the regulation of prices for the matters
belonging to the federated entities, under reservation of what is provided in art. 6, § 1,
VII, second alinea, d) BWHI;
Competition law and market practices law, except the provision of quality labels and
names of origin of regional and local nature; and;
Commercial law56 (…).

Hence regarding consumer protection (e.g. consumer sales, market practices towards consumers, ecommerce (sale via means of distant communication)), (unfair) market practices towards businesses,
and regarding more generally business law (see the matters that are incorporated in the Belgian
Business Law Code), the federal authorities remain competent.
3)

Public works and transport:

20.
The regions are exclusively competent for public works and transport. This includes common
city and regional transport, including specific forms of regulated transport, transport by taxi and
renting of cars with a driver.57
Road tolls or kilometer charges, to the extent they are structured as a retribution, may be considered
falling within this competence area, since it is related to the transport infrastructure 58.
21.
The regions are also competent for additional traffic regulations. It is on this basis that certain
aspects regarding low emission zones are regulated (see further below).
22.
According to art. 6, § 4, 3° BWHI the regional governments should be involved in the drafting
of rules of general police with exception of the police concerning traffic and transport, as well as the
technical provisions regarding traffic and transportation means59. It can be deducted from this
provision that the rules of general police and the regulation of traffic and transport remain a federal
competence.
The traffic regulation refers on the one hand to the regulation of the traffic flow as a whole, with the
aim of having swift and secure traffic, and on the other hand the organisation of traffic itself.
The rules of general police refer to police regulations (“politiereglementen” / “règles administratives
en matière de police”) that apply to the different means of transport, such as the rules of road traffic
(“de politie van het wegverkeer” / "la police de la circulation routière”).60 The federal state is competent
56

57
58

59

60

Previously Belgian commercial law encompassed the specific rules for relations between commercial parties,
such as rules concerning proof in commercial cases which foresaw a flexible system of proof where all means of
proof where admitted. The rules were taken up initially in the Belgian Code of Commercial Law, but over the
years the rules in this code were either suppressed or taken up in other law texts. In 2018 this code was abolished
and the provisions that remained where taken up in the Civil Code and in the Business Law Code.
Art. 6, § 1, X, 8° BWHI.
M. Bourgeois and S. Bahi, “Le prélèvement kilométrique pour les poids lourds en Région wallone”, Revue de fiscalité
régionale et locale, 2019/1, p. 7.
Art. 6, § 4, 3° BWHI: “de gewestelijke regeringen moeten worden betrokken bij het ontwerpen van de regels van
de algemene politie met uitzondering van de regels van politie over het verkeer op waterwegen bedoeld in § 1,
X, 10°, en de reglementering op het verkeer en vervoer, alsook van de technische voorschriften inzake verkeersen vervoermiddelen”.
J. Theunis and D. Van Eeckhoutte, “Mobiliteit, openbare werken, vervoer, verkeer en verkeersveiligheid”, in De
bevoegdheden van de gewesten (Brugge: die Keure, 2016), 435.
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for the so-called “general police” (“algemene politie” / "la police”), amongst which the general
regulations on the basis of art. 1 of the Road Traffic Law.

Additional traffic regulations that aim to adopt general traffic regulations to the local or specific
circumstances are not considered rules of general police and fall within the competence of the
regions.61 This is considered an autonomous competence of the regions (and does not need to be
linked to another policy domain for which they are competent), but the additional traffic regulations
can only be adopted taking into account the competences of the federal state. The Council of State
indicated that the regions may deviate from federal regulations concerning the general police on road
traffic, but only if these regulations have a specific scope of application, aiming to adapt the traffic
regulations to the local or specific circumstances and provided they respect the proportionality
principle. According to the Council of State these additional regulations may only regulate situations,
which have a periodical or permanent character and may not regulate occasional situations. An
example of a permanent situation is the delimitation of certain zones such as low emission zones,
environmental zones, or livable traffic zones, where the most polluting cars are not permitted. A
regulation that allows a government or municipality to put in place certain zones (cfr. by placing the
adequate road signs for LEZ zones) does not concern, according to the Council of State the general
police but the specific police. Such a regulation should, because it is limited to local and specific
circumstances, be considered as a delegation to adopt additional traffic regulations.62
The regions may however not use this competence to adopt rules, which aim at adapting the federal
technical provisions regarding traffic and transport means.63
4)

Traffic safety

23.
The regions are competent for the supervision of compliance with technical federal
provisions for motor vehicles in light of their introduction in the traffic as well as the technical
inspection of motor vehicles, in application of federal norms64.
Legal doctrine pointed that this is a case where the verticality principle (i.e. the principle according to
which the authority competent for establishing the regulations is also competent for the
implementation and the control thereof) is not respected. This renders the efficient performance of
the concerned powers more difficult, because a joint decision trap is created which makes it difficult
for one authority to handle a societal challenge from the beginning until the end65.
The scope of the transfer of powers to the regions under this provision is indeed first of all dependent
on the meaning granted to the terms “technical federal provisions”. For provisions that do not qualify
as technical federal provisions, there is no transfer of competences to the regions. It is to be noted

61

62

63

64
65

J. Theunis and D. Van Eeckhoutte, “Mobiliteit, openbare werken, vervoer, verkeer en verkeersveiligheid”, in De
bevoegdheden van de gewesten (Brugge: die Keure, 2016), 436.
Adv. RvS 52.007/VR/3/4/ van 16 oktober 2012 over een voorontwerp van ordonnantie van 2 mei 2013 houdende
het Brussels Wetboek van Lucht, Klimaat en Energiebeheersing, Parl. St. Br.. 2012-13, A-353/1; 191-192. In 2008
and 2011 there were also advices of the Council of State with opposite conclusions, J. Theunis and D. Van
Eeckhoutte, “Mobiliteit, openbare werken, vervoer, verkeer en verkeersveiligheid”, in De bevoegdheden van de
gewesten (Brugge: die Keure, 2016), 438.
J. Theunis and D. Van Eeckhoutte, “Mobiliteit, openbare werken, vervoer, verkeer en verkeersveiligheid”, in De
bevoegdheden van de gewesten (Brugge: die Keure, 2016), 438.
Art. 6, § 1, XII, 4° BWHI.
D. Van Eeckhoutte, “De bevoegdheidsoverdracht inzake
openbare werken,
vervoer en
verkeersveiligheidsbeleid”, in X. Het federale België na de zesde staatshervorming (Brugge: Die Keure, 2014),
469-470. This author points out that this is in contradiction with other aspects of the 6th State Reform which
aimed at providing solutions for existing cases where the verticality principle was not respected.
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that for this provision the legislator uses the term “technical provisions” and not the notion of “product
norm” (cfr. the environmental policy domain).
Secondly, the technical federal provisions should relate to the introduction of motor vehicles in traffic.
Provisions that do not aim to stimulate the safety of road traffic, but e.g. relate to the exploitation of
public transport (such as provisions prohibiting publicity on the windows of vehicles to enhance the
travel experience) are not technical requirements in the sense of this provision.66
From the above, the following can be concluded on the division of powers in the context of this
policy domain:
●

On the one hand, that there is no transfer of supervisory powers to the regions for provisions
that do not qualify as technical federal provisions regarding motor vehicles in light of their
introduction in traffic; and

●

On the other hand, that a region may in principle establish regulations that do not concern
“technical provisions” in the aforementioned sense or additional technical provisions to the
extent they do not concern traffic safety and fall within another regional policy domain.

Emission norms for motor vehicles, although not specifically related to traffic safety, are nevertheless
considered to resort under the umbrella of the term “technical provisions”. The establishment of
vehicle emission norms are thus a federal matter (to the extent these norms are not regulated by
European legislation).
24.
In practice the above provision has led to different interpretation conflicts opposing the federal
and regional authorities in respect of the precise delimitation of powers between the federal state and
the regions. Depending on the type of governance measures that will be proposed in the context of
exnovation, it will be necessary to have a closer look into the jurisprudence of the Council of State and
the Constitutional Court related to this point.

3.3.3.- Division of competence regarding enforcement ((penal) sanctions, penalization, prosecution)
25.
As a general matter, penal competence is reserved for the federal legislature, based on art. 12
of the Belgian Constitution. Through the principle of subsidiary competences certain powers are
however granted to the federated entities, provided that the legality principle is respected according
to which any criminal sanction can only be established by law or decree (art. 14 of the Belgian
Constitution).

The principle of subsidiary competences implies that:
● Within the boundaries of their competences, the federated entities may, in a decree,
penalize the non-compliance of their regulations and determine criminal sanctions, subject
to a concurrent advice of the federal council of ministers in case it concerns a penal sanction
not yet foreseen by the Penal Code (art. 11 BWHI);

66

J. Theunis and D. Van Eeckhoutte, “Mobiliteit, openbare werken, vervoer, verkeer en verkeersveiligheid”, in X.
De bevoegdheden van de gewesten (Brugge: die Keure, 2016), 443. See also decision RvS 13 March 2014, nr.
226.741 referred to in the advice RvS afdeling Wetgeving, nr. 57.371/VR/3 of 15 June 2015, p 20-21.
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●

The provisions of Book I of the Penal Code remain applicable, except in case of exceptions
foreseen in the concerned decree for specific violations.

●

Within these boundaries the federated entities may:
o Assign the capacity of agent or officer of the judicial police to certain officials of the
federated entities’government;
o Govern the probative value of official reports (“processen verbaal” / “proces-verbaux”),
and;
o Determine the cases where a house search can take place.

26.
In the preparatory works of the 6th State Reform, it is clarified that the subsidiarity principle
implies the regions are competent to determine the administrative and penal sanctions and the
assignment of regional inspectors, without prejudice to the prerogatives of the police, the prosecution
(“Openbaar Ministerie” / “Ministère Public”) and the courts.67
27.
Prosecution remains a federal matter, but the right to request the minister of justice to initiate
a prosecution is granted to the regions (see art. 11bis BWHI). The Minister of Justice is in such case
required to transfer this request to a prosecutor.
3.3.4.- Competences regarding taxation / retributions / compensation schemes
28.
Certain exnovation policies may be accompanied by measures of payment of charges,
qualifying either as taxes or retributions. As a general matter the difference between a tax and a
retribution is that a tax implies a financial contribution for the provision of public services in general,
implying that the taxpayer does not receive a direct, immediate and individualized benefit in return
for the payment, whereas a retribution entails a compensation for a service provided directly to the
payer, the amount of the retribution representing generally the actual cost or value of the service
provided.68 A road toll or a kilometer charge may fall within both of these categories depending on
how it is construed. An example of a case where a similar charge received a different qualification in
Belgium is the kilometer charge on heavy-duty vehicles: whereas the Walloon Region qualified the
charge as a retribution, the Flemish and Brussels Capital Region qualified it as a tax and a contribution
for infrastructure costs, and externalities from air pollution and noise nuisance caused by road traffic.69
29.
The distinction between both categories is relevant in the context of determining the authority
that is competent to impose them.70 The power to enact retributions follows the material division of
powers as explained above,71 whereas the powers related to taxation follow a distinct set of rules
dividing taxation competences between the federal state and the federated entities.72
A region can thus to enact a road toll or kilometer charge in the form of a retribution, to the extent
that this charge is construed as a retribution (individualized service in exchange for monetary
67
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régionale et locale, 2019/1, p. 21.
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régionale et locale, 2019/1, p. 13.
See also M. Delanote and M. Maus, Basisbegrippen fiscaal recht (vijfde editie) (Brugge: Die Keure, 2019), 24.
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compensation) and linked to an area of competence (e.g.: compensation for the use of infrastructure
services). The federal state, or another federated entity, could however simultaneously be competent
to impose a tax touching on the same matter.73 Given that the latter charge implies a compensation
for a collective or public service extended by, for instance, the federal government, the tax would not
need to fall in an area of federal competences (see further).74
To the extent that a charge qualifies as a tax, the general rules on fiscal competences should be applied.
In this context, article 170, § 2 of the Belgian Constitution should first of all be taken into account,
according to which both the federal state as well as the federated entities are as a general matter
competent to levy taxes, without the rules on material competences being of relevance.75 However,
federated entities are not entitled to levy taxes on matters for which the federal state already imposed
a tax. In turn, the federal state should exercise its powers according to the principle of federal loyalty,
meaning that federated entities may not be stripped of their powers to implement regional policies
due to the federal government’s taxation practices. Secondly, the Special Law of 16 January 1989
regarding the financing of the Communities and Regions should be taken into account in case of a
tax,76. This law lists the charges which are considered to be “regional” taxes. 77 As such, regions are
granted the competence to levy these “regional” charges, which include traffic taxes on vehicles, and
the tax for registering a newly purchased vehicle.78 Regions are however solely competent to establish
the tax basis, rate and exemptions applicable to regional taxes, while the matter of taxation remains
within federal powers. This implies that regions cannot abolish such a regional tax, but they can level
the rate to 0 in order to obtain the desired result.79 This Special Law also establishes the principle of
no double taxation (“non bis in idem principle”), requiring that federated entities may not levy a tax in
matters already subject to taxation.80
The distinction between “product norms” (a federal matter) and “use of product” (a regional
competence) comes into play in taxation matters given that regions could regulate the use of a product
through financial charges, after the product has been placed on the market in accordance with federal
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/ Loi spéciale relative au financement des Communautés et des Régions. See also J.Velaers, J. Vanpraet, Y. Peeters,
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product norms which could also include environmental standards.81 In the 1980s the Constitutional
Court upheld that the use of a product fell under the definition of “product norm”,82 but the presently
accepted definition departs from this enmeshment (and has been described elaborately in section
3.3.2). To discourage the use of polluting vehicles, regions could thus regulate the circulation of those
vehicles through (environmental) taxes on the basis of their (material) competence to regulate the use
of products.
30.
The distinction between taxes and retributions is also relevant in determining the application
of certain (constitutional) modalities. As such, measures of taxation should be in accordance with three
principles established in the Belgian Constitution.83 The principle of legality mandates that taxes should
be levied on the ground of a legal basis providing the essential elements of the tax (“no taxation
without representation”).84 Tax measures are furthermore principally valid for one year, so laws
establishing a tax require annual extensions. Finally, the principle of equality mandates that privileges,
exemptions or benefits can only be enacted through legislation.85
Though retributions also require a legal basis, executive bodies may also determine the basis and rate
of those charges.86 The constitutional modalities described earlier are however solely applicable to
taxes and not to retributions. As such, measures of retribution could be valid for a period longer than
a year and thus do not require to be extended annually. Also, the constitutional provision requiring a
legal basis to enact privileges, exemptions or benefits is only applicable to taxes and not to retributions.
87 As a result, individuals are solely protected by the general constitutional principle of equal
treatment.88
Lastly, it should be noted that Regions may, according to the territoriality principle, levy taxes only on
persons residing in the territory for which this Region is competent (eg.: a regional tax on the use of a
vehicle can only be levied by the Brussels Capital Region on persons residing in this region).89 Given
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that retributions concern a remuneration for a directly provided service, they can be imposed on any
person using this service, also if they reside outside the given region.
4.- Conclusion
31.
Actions and decisions of the BCR in general, and also when implementing policies related to
exnovation, should be in compliance with a rather complicated institutional framework. There are two
levels to this framework, meaning the EU and Belgian levels, each consisting of separate rules on the
division of powers.
Any proposal for measures or actions by the BCR regarding exnovation should first of all fall within the
scope of competences retained by Belgium as Member State of the EU. In case of the affirmative, any
national and regional measure should take into account European law related to the legislated matter.
Secondly, initiatives of the BCR must relate to areas for which it is competent, in accordance with the
Belgian system of the division of powers. Any regulatory action must furthermore be compliant with
constitutional rules and any other rules applicable pursuant to the hierarchy of norms. This should be
assessed on a case-by-case basis for each envisaged exnovation measure or action.
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